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ABSTRACT 
In the spent fuel storage system of pebble-bed high 

temperature gas-cooled reactor, several air cylinders would be 
employed in complex machines, such as the spent fuel charging 
apparatus and the spent fuel canister crane. The cylinders were 
designed to actuate movements smoothly in radioactive 
environment. In order to lock them in safe position when the 
compressed air source is offline by accident, an electromagnetic 
self-locking device was designed. When power-off, the 
compressive spring would push out the lock plunger to enable 
self-lock. When power-on, the lock plunger would be withdrawn 
by the magnetic force of the coil to unlock the cylinder. In order 
to optimize the design more efficiently, numerical simulation 
was performed to optimize geometry parameters of the structure 
surrounding the working air gap so as to improve the 
performance of the device. A prototype was then fabricated. 
Combining the simulation results with experimental test, the 
actuating force characteristics of the device in locking and 
unlocking process was analyzed. The temperature rise when the 
device stays unlocked with power supply was also calculated and 
validated. The results showed that this electromagnetic self-
locking device could realize the locking and unlocking functions 
effectively, and the maximum temperature rise also conforms the 
required limit. The as-fabricated device would help guarantee the 
fail-safe feature of the air cylinders of complex machines in 
compressed air outage. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 Many electric, magnetic and pneumatic components would 
be utilized to handle spherical fuel elements in pebble-bed high 
temperature gas-cooled reactor 1-2. In the spent fuel storage 
system, several air cylinders would be employed in complex 
machines, such as the spent fuel charging apparatus and the spent 
fuel canister crane. These oil-free pneumatic cylinders were 
designed to actuate movements smoothly in radioactive 
environment. In case the compressed air source were offline by 
accident, however, the piston might slide away to unexpected 
position. In order to keep it in safe position, a self-locking device 
would be needed.  
 In this paper, an electromagnetic self-locking device was 
designed for a pneumatic cylinder in spent fuel storage system. 
Its working pressure was 0.5 MPa(G). It could be installed on the 
side wall of the cylinder with a plunger inserted through the wall 
into the cylinder. When power-off, the compressive spring would 
push out the lock plunger to enable self-lock. When power-on in 
normal situation, the lock plunger would be drawn out of the 
cylinder by magnetic attraction to disable self-lock.  
 Detailed structure of the device must be optimized to 
improve its performance. As a kind of numerical simulation 
method, finite element analysis software ANSYS was employed 
to calculate and optimize the design efficiently 3. Simulation was 
performed to investigate the influence of some critical geometry 
parameters on magnetic field. The simulation results showed that 
optimized design could obtain adequate attracting and pushing 
forces. Besides, temperature field distribution was also simulated 
to verify that the temperature rise was in safe range. Moreover, 
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A prototype of self-locking device was fabricated. The 
experimental results of the prototype met the design 
requirements and validated the simulation results. 

PROTOTYPE DESIGN 

Materials 
The following materials were utilized in the self-locking 

device (summarized in Table 1). Soft magnetic alloy 1JN (GB/T 
14986-2008) and martensitic stainless steel 14Cr17Ni2 (S43110) 
were employed to manufacture the parts located in the magnetic 
circuit, including the magnetic plate, stationary core, movable 
core, tubular support and the coil shell. These magnetic materials 
were used to reduce reluctance out of the working air gap. The 
non-magnetic tube section and the isolation ring were made of 
austenitic stainless steel. Other structural parts were also made 
of austenitic stainless steel, such as signal pole and guide sleeve. 
This device can be entirely made of irradiation resistant materials 
to ensure its use in a radioactive environment. Typically it could 
tolerate a considerable accumulated dose of 1×107 rad. 
Table 1 Parts of self-locking device and their material property 

Part name Material Relative 
magnetic 
permeability

signal pole, guide sleeve, 
non-magnetic tube section, 
isolation ring 

Austenitic 
stainless steel 

1.01 

coil shell, tubular support, 
stationary core 

Martensitic 
stainless steel 

Non-linear 

magnetic plate, 
movable core 

Soft magnetic 
alloy 

Non-linear 

Rubber mat Rubber 1.01 

Coil framework Polyimide 1.01 

Copper sheet Copper 1.01 

- Air 1 

Design 
A typical structure of the self-locking device was 

demonstrated in Fig. 1. A solenoid coil was used to generate 
magnetic field. Direct current was chosen for power supply so as 
to avoid inconvenient laminated structure of alternating current 
magnet. Electricity was transmitted in 220V alternating current 
to the self-locking device and converted to direct current by a 
bridge rectifier (not shown) locally. The coil was wound with 
enameled copper wire upon the coil framework. The framework 
was fitted on the tubular support and housed in the coil shell. A 
rubber mat was inserted between the framework and the coil 
shell in order to promote contact and improve thermal 
dissipation. 

The lock plunger was connected with the ferromagnetic 
movable core. The movable core would be magnetically 
attracted by the stationary core and transmit the force to the lock 

plunger. The other end of the movable core was fixed with a 
signal pole, so that the plunger movement could be detected 
outside the guide sleeve. The stroke of the plunger was related 
with diameters of the cylinder and the piston pole. In our case 
the value is 8 mm.  

 
Fig.1 Typical structure of the self-locking device. 

Beside the working air gap, the designed magnetic circuit 
was composed of tubular support, coil shell, magnetic plate, 
stationary core, and the movable core. These high-permeability 
parts guided magnetic flux around the designed path through the 
working gap 4. 

Some positions of the device were expressly designed to 
modulate the magnet field. Although the tubular support was 
generally magnetic permeable, a section of it surrounding the 
working air gap was replaced by non-magnetic material. This 
non-magnetic tube section was used to restrain the magnetic line 
of force in the working air gap. Moreover, the corresponding 
faces of the movable core and the stationary core were inclined 
in design to adjust the relationship between attractive force and 
displacement of the movable core. Besides, an isolation ring was 
located at the end of movable core. When the movable core was 
attracted to the stationary core and the working air gap width was 
nominally diminished to 0, the isolation ring still separated the 
cores with a final minimum distance of 0.5 mm. therefore, the 
residual magnetic force could be reduced effectively at the 
beginning moment of a power cut. 

STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION 
The structural optimization of self-locking device with the 

aid of simulation was carried out in two steps. First, attractive 
force characteristic was analyzed by magnetic simulation with 
key geometric parameters of varied values. A set of optimized 
parameters were proposed. Second, the temperature rise of the 
as-optimized structure was verified with thermal analysis. 

Magnetic analysis 
Magnetostatic field analysis was performed on the self-

locking device while time varying effects were ignored. The 
Difference Scalar Potential (DSP) method was applied in 
particular 5-6. The device was reasonably simplified into a 
quarter-symmetric 3-D model without the cylinder since it was 
non-magnetic. The element Sourc36 was used to represent the 
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current distribution in the electromagnetic coil. The 3-D 10-node 
tetrahedral element Solid98, with scalar magnetic potential as the 
single degree of freedom, was employed to mesh the whole body 
of self-locking device. Additionally, the open boundary of 
surrounding air was covered by a layer of Infin111 elements to 
deal with the effect of magnetic far-field decay 7. A typical 
meshed quarter-symmetric model is presented in Fig. 2. The 
solution was carried out with a convergence tolerance of 0.001 
for both magnetic flux and magnetic potential. The calculated 
magnetic flux density was shown in Fig. 3.  

 
Fig.2 Meshed quarter-symmetric model for magnetic analysis 
with 0.5 mm working air gap (coil not shown). 

 

 
Fig. 3 Vector plot of magnetic flux density with 0.5 mm working 
air gap. 

Effect of core face angle 
For parallel board magnetic field, as is known to all, 

magnetic force is inversely proportional to the square of board 
distance. In the self-locking device, if the corresponding faces of 
the movable core and the stationary core were nearly 
perpendicular to the moving direction, the attractive force would 
change sharply when the core distance was small. The beginning 
attraction would be weak at the widest air gap. This attractive 
force characteristic would put the device at a disadvantage of 
likely unlocking failure. Therefore the corresponding faces of the 
cores should be inclined in design. The static electromagnetic 

attractive force between the cores with different corresponding 
face angles was calculated and compared. Simulation result of 
attractive force versus working air gap width with different core 
face angles was illustrated in Fig. 4. With the core structure of 
28° inclination, the attractive force still increased significantly 
with the reduction of air gap width. While the angle was reduced 
to 10°, the attractive force curve was flatter in general than 
former case. A small platform even appeared in the curve with 
air gap between 2.5~5.5 mm. Moreover, the initial attractive 
force grew by about 20 N at the widest air gap. Above all, core 
structure of 10° inclination was concluded to be optimal for the 
self-locking device. Smaller angle might give rise to difficulty in 
the layout of isolation ring, and the attractive force would be 
reduced overmuch. 

 
Fig. 4 Plot of calculated magnetic attractive force versus 

working air gap width with different core face angles. 

Effect of non-magnetic tube section 

 
Fig. 5 Plot of calculated magnetic attractive force versus 

working air gap width with different non-magnetic tube section 
lengths. 

An austenitic stainless steel tube section was welded on the 
end of tubular support near the working air gap. The relationship 
between magnetic force and the displacement with different 
lengths of non-magnetic tube section was demonstrated in Fig. 
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5. The attraction was strengthened when the non-magnetic tube 
section was longer, especially when the air gap was wider than 
4.5 mm. With this non-magnetic tube section, the magnetic flux 
in the working air gap coming out from the stationary core would 
be mostly directed to the magnetic movable core. This would 
contribute to elevating the attractive force. Only a limited 
fraction of magnetic flux would leak away into the tubular 
support in radial direction.  

On the basis of the simulation analysis above, structure of 
the self-locking device was optimized with 10° inclined core 
faces and 26.5-mm-long non-magnetic tube section. 
Furthermore, a compressive spring with large spring constant 
was employed to ensure successful self-lock when power-off. 
Consequently, the resultant force could be derived, as plotted in 
Fig. 6. Moreover, the displacement-time relationship could be 
deduced, which would be compared with the experimental data 
in next section. 

 
Fig. 6 Plot of calculated resultant force versus working air gap 

width. 

Thermal analysis 

 
Fig.7 Meshed half-symmetric model for thermal analysis. 
Transient thermal analysis 8 was carried out on the model of 

self-locking device in power-on state to verify that the 
temperature rise was affordable for the coil material. The initial 
and boundary conditions for the solution were: (a) the initial 
temperature was 298K according to actual environment; (b) the 
coil voltage was constant as 201VDC, while its current changed 
since the coil resistance increased with temperature; the initial 

value was 0.197A at 298K; (c) heat convection coefficient on the 
outer surfaces was 5 W/(m2·K). An average heat generation rate 
was applied on the entire body of coil. The temperature varying 
effect of this rate, governed by the coil’s electric resistance, was 
taken into account. 

The 10-Node tetrahedral thermal solid element Solid87 was 
employed in the analysis. The half-symmetric 3-D model was 
meshed freely into 1.48 million elements (Fig. 7).  

Steady-state temperature contour of the model was plotted 
in Fig. 8. The highest temperature was ~384 K inside the coil. 

 
Fig. 8 steady-state temperature contour of the model. 

PROTOTYPE TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to verify the performance of the self-locking device 

practically, a prototype has been fabricated (Fig. 9(a)). In 
comparison with Fig. 1, a signal detecting unit was additionally 
installed outside the guide sleeve and housed by an austenitic 
stainless steel shell. A functional experiment was also conducted 
with a cylinder to validate the reliability of the prototype (Fig. 
9(b)). The self-locking device worked properly with the cylinder 
for over 50 cycles of locking and unlocking. 

 
Fig. 9 Photos of (a) self-locking device prototype (inset: 

the lock plunger) and (b) its functional test with a vertical 
cylinder. 

Plunger movement 
The device was switched on and off to perform unlocking 

and locking actions. The movement of the plunger was shot by a 
high-speed camera and analyzed by image processing method. 
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Experimental displacement versus time data of unlocking 
process were plotted in Fig. 10. Meanwhile, the theoretical 
displacement curve was deduced from simulated resultant force 
data in Fig. 6 for comparison. The two curves showed good 
match from 0 to 0.02 s. After that the plunger was actually held 
momentarily for about 0.015 s before resuming movement. This 
was mainly due to the coil inductance elevation when the air gap 
getting narrow 9. Further study is under way to calculate the 
dynamic behavior of the electromagnet by transient analysis 
method. Nevertheless, the calculated magnetostatic result still 
revealed that the design can provide sufficient attractive force 
sometime later, so that the locking and unlocking functions could 
be realized effectively, which was also verified by repeated test. 

 
Fig. 10 Displacement versus time plot of unlocking process. 

Temperature rise 
The temperature rise test was performed at ambient 

temperature of 298 K. Only the coil temperature was measured 
via its electric resistance. The temperature rise curve of the coil 
in self-locking device was shown in Fig. 11. The temperature 
became steady at 380 K after about 30 min. This measured 
maximum temperature value was generally consistent with the 
simulation result (384 K). Accordingly, wire of thermal class 120 
(E) or 130 (B) (IEC 62114) would be sufficient for the coil. 

 
Fig. 11 Temperature rise curve of the coil in self-locking device. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A self-locking device was designed and fabricated for 

pneumatic cylinder in spent-fuel storage system of pebble-bed 
high temperature gas-cooled reactor.  

The key structural parameters of the device, such as core 
face angle and non-magnetic section length, were optimized by 
finite element simulation. The theoretical estimation and 
experimental characterization has been carried out for the 
plunger movement. The temperature rise characteristic of the 
coil in the device was also calculated by finite element analysis 
and verified by experimental test.  

Experimental result indicated that the device by optimized 
design could offer sufficient locking and unlocking forces and 
worked properly with the cylinder. The coil temperature rise was 
also affordable for practical use. The operating ambient 
temperature could reach 75℃ with wire of higher thermal class. 

Similar self-locking devices for other pneumatic cylinders 
in radioactive environment of spent-fuel storage system could 
also be designed by the strategy presented in this work. 
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